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IMPACT OF PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY 

ON BUSINESS SYSTEM 
 

Abstract: The business environment is characterized by rapid 

growth in the field of telecommunications, transportation, 

financial services, where these systems should support a large 

number of end users. Companies aim to strategically position 

themselves in the market, need to follow innovations in 

technology processors that form the basis for all layers of a 

modern information system. Processor technology enables 

increasing the capacity of processing and transferring data, 

while at the same time radically optimizes infrastructure 

made up of a large number of linked components ie. 

subsystems. In order to ensure the development of business 

systems, processor’s industry generates new features that 

enhance security and increase business productivity. 

Therefore, there is a need for monitoring processor 

technology development trend and their implementation. In 

that way companies increase productivity and efficiency of the 

information system as a whole, as well as their own business. 

Keywords: business system, processor technology, 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

CISC architecture and RISC concepts 

represent challenges for companies in sphere of 

processor technology manufacturing and 

development. 

Efficiency and productivity of CISC 

applications in enforcement of certain tasks 

characterised for specific applications (Web 

services, BigData, private cloud, HPC-High 

Performance Computing) would be less 

compared to RISC architectures. 

Instead of one type of processor 

architecture, which can be introduced in the 

system, better solution is to implement specific 

type of architecture, depending on the workload 

nature. 

In this paper we define the impact of 

different processor technologies on business 

system. 

 

 

2. RISC SYSTEMS 
 

Optimal use of RISC system is still in data 

centers and mobile systems. RISC concept is 

not a new idea, it has been implemented in 

industrial controllers and routers. Then, we can 

use them in DNS servers, Web servers, file 

servers, gateway systems, IoT (Internet of 

Things) structures, as well as in cloud tasks or 

in applications for processing relatively simple 

tasks. Wherever not necessary power that is 

defined both in the quantity of instructions. 

Simple tasks can be better handled by 

servers which in their structure have 

implemented RISC processors. RISC 

processors are characterized by reduced number 

of instructions in relation to CISC concept. This 

concept is implemented in the form of a chip 

with a smaller number of components, that is, 

in the form of simple system structure. Fewer 

components, that means more simplified 

system improves performance and reduces 

energy consumption. 

The phenomenon that is increasingly 

present in the business environment is Internet 

of Things, which generates a large amount of 

data that need to be stored for certain period of 

time. In this sence data centers become 

important system component. 

Cisco defines the term IoT as the network 

of physical objects that can be accessed through 

the Internet and built using technology which 

can interact with its internal components or 
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with themselves or the environment. [4] 

The research done by TechTarget's IT 

Priorities Survey [5] shows 42% of enterprise 

IT respondents in North America are planning 

some kind of data center infrastructure upgrade 

in 2015. 

IoT market, including hardware, software, 

services and security, will increase from $ 1.3 

trillion in 2013 to $ $ 3 billion in 2020, IDC [6] 

predicts by 2018. 40% of the IoT-created data 

will be stored, managed and analysed near, or 

on the edge of network. [5] 

Market analysts expect that ARM 

processors will account for 20% of server units 

shipped by 2019. [7] 

ARMv8 is processor with its main 

characteristics such are: 64-bit support, 

instructions for cryptography, better memory 

and cache management, etc. ARM company. 

[8] 

Many manufacturers use an ARM 

processor system design, for example, AMD 

and Samsung company.[9] 

Samsung processor is made in 14-

nanometer technology. Unlike its predecessors, 

processors in 22 or 20-nanometer technology, 

the new processor is smaller and more 

efficient.[10] 

Processors with ARM architecture enter 

into market of server machines. 

ARM servers appear designed to work in 

parallel hyper-scalar configurations. ARM said 

[8] that in 2017, each month, 7.5 exabytes of 

data will be generated only from phone. 

Further, there are few companies that 

actively participate in the processor system 

development. 

One of them is Lenaro [8], which has a 

major initiative for standardizing management 

of software intended for ARM servers. Linux 

distributions, Ubuntu and Red Hat, available 

for server, are based on ARM architecture. In 

the area of software development tools, Lenaro 

supports the Lamp web application stack, 

OpenJava, Hadoop NoSQL database and PHP 

scripting. Lenaro develops data-center 

infrastructure which allows implementation 

both ARM and x86 servers.[8] 

Microsoft as a member of the Open 

Compute, has already developed a new version 

of Windows RT 8.1. [12] 

Thus, the basis code for Windows Server 

kernel may already exist. 

 

 

3. CISC SYSTEMS 
 

The need for general purpose-built 

processors still exists. In this case,  the x86 

design of CISC concept is still „at the scene“, 

in order to support complex process. The 

second-quarter server shipment figures for 

2014, x86 server revenue increased by 12.7% in 

Europe, while Risc/Itanium Unix revenue 

declined by 23.6%, according to the Gartner’s 

report. [13] 

The technical characteristics analysis of 

processors allows to look at possibilities of 

these devices in solving business problems, ie. 

CISC architecture of Intel [14]. 

Intel Atom supports the idea of traditional 

x86 implementation and at the same time low 

power consumption achievement, holding basic 

features of the extended instruction set (CISC). 

Given processors are planned for the 

microservers with low power consumption. 

The line of products Intel Xeon processor 

D is based on the latest Intel-leading 14-

nanometer technology (3D Tri-gate transistors) 

that allows short connections between 

transistors and hence better performance. 

Characteristics of System-on-Chip systems 

(SoC) are small dimensions and low energy 

consumption, as well as they are optimized for 

microservers, ie. servers that can be designed 

for the network, data-center and Internet of 

Things. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Product benefit (Source: 

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/silicon

-innovations/advancing-moores-law-in-2014-

presentation.html) 

 

New technology generations provide 

improved performance and/or reduced power, 

but the key product benefit is improved 

performance per watt. [14] 

Other companies support x86 matrix, ie. 

AMD, which has launched the new variations 

of Optereon Processor that support dual 64-bit 

DDR3 ECC and other advanced features. The 

future of ARM processor implementation can 

be seen in Internet-of-Things systems (IoT). 
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This phenomena affects a large increase in 

flow capacity of the Internet, thereby increasing 

the need for data-centers and network 

infrastructure.  

The example of legacy x86 technology 

applying is Facebook which has this week 

unveiled the System-on-a-Chip (SoC) server 

solution based on Intel's new 14-nanometer 

Xeon D processors for "heavily parallelizable 

workloads" in the data-center.[15] 

 

 

4. CPU AND GPU INTEGRATION 
 

New solutions are emerging processors 

form of integration of CPU and GPU on a 

single chip or package. These structures called 

GPU-on-CPU can be defined as a general 

purpose GPU (GPGPU). AMD has started to 

apply this concept in Fusion [9] line of 

processors, while Intel has implemented date 

graphics resources in line Westmere, Sandy 

Bridge [12] and other solutions. 

The main advantage of this integration is 

simplicity. Graphic resources are available to 

the server machines without adding graphical 

devices that increase consumption. 

This configuration can support desktop 

virtualization, perform redering video material 

without help of outside of the device. This 

group includes two processors: Xeon E3 [14] 

and AMD Opteron X. [9] 

Data integration can improve graphics 

functions to some extent, with low energy and 

financial investment. Isolated GPU on graphics 

card does not overload computer resources, but 

investments are higher. 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

The business environment is characterized 

by rapid growth in the sphere of economy and 

society as well, which defines development 

goals of the IT industry. 

The solution of these challenges is defined 

in several directions. Development directions 

are defined due to hardware and software 

development as well as cloud computing, data 

center modernization and development of 

mobile devices and IoT structures. The 

virtualization process of information system 

resources is present at all levels.  

Chip industry attempts through the 

integration of CPU and GPU on a single chip to 

generate a new architecture that would provide 

commercial application. 

There is a high importance of the hardware 

and processor development, because the 

processor devices or computer systems 

represent the basis for all layers of a modern 

information system. Among all market 

available processor architectures, ARM 

architecture and Intel x86 represented by Intel 

(Intel and Intel Xeon) were allocated in 

exploitation and development process. Intel has 

been already present in data centers and server 

machines that are complex processes. RISC 

systems or ARM architecture are present in the 

mobile systems. Processors which belong to 

this technology have been entering into the 

server systems. ARM is characterized by low 

energy consumption. IoT technology 

development, with high impact on business 

systems at all, influences ARM and Intel 

application and development as well.  

The both architectures gravitate to the 

same goal, that is, lower power consumption. 
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